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Employee background checks are on the rise, and those
that are being conducted are going deeper than just a

Social Security check or a simple drug test, according to
those in the industry.

There are several factors leading to the increase in compa-
nies conducting background checks, said George C. Hlavac,

an attorney who chairs the labor and
employment group at Tallman Hudders &
Sorrentino in Allentown.

He said part of the trend is just “the nature
of our times.” But Hlavac said concerns
over terrorist activities and new laws and
regulations have also impacted employers’
decisions to “dig deeper” when hiring.

The growth “is across the board,” said
Hlavac. Almost all industries are conduct-
ing more frequent and deeper background

checks with the health-care industry and financial fields
leading the pack, he said.

“In this economy when jobs are fewer and farther between,
employers can and will be even more selective,” Hlavac said.

One of the largest reasons for the increase, however, is an
increase in negligent hiring lawsuits, which Hlavac said have
held employers responsible for hiring individuals who com-
mit crimes or even murders on the job.

For instance, Charles Cullen, a Bethlehem nurse now
incarcerated for murder, confessed to New Jersey State Police

to killing numerous patients
during in his career in health
care in New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania. In July, Judge
Edward D. Reibman of the
Lehigh County Court of
Common Pleas allowed sev-
eral civil law suits to proceed
against St. Luke’s Hospital in
Bethlehem, one of the hospi-
tals where Cullen admitted to
killing patients. 

Most recently, an Alabama
college professor was charged
with allegedly gunning down
her colleagues. 

Cases such as Cullen’s hospital “mercy” killings and the
University of Alabama-Huntsville shooting have prompted
victims’ families to ask why employers didn’t conduct better
background checks.

Hlavac said there is a bit of a “chicken and the egg” prob-
lem when it comes to employers getting the information they
need to make smart hires.

To make sure a person isn’t a liability, he said that a poten-
tial employer needs the best information possible before
making a hire, including whether or not a potential employ-
ee had been a problem in previous jobs.

However, previous employers are often reluctant to provide
any detailed information, especially negative reviews, for fear
of litigation from that individual.

“There’s flaws in the system,” said Tina Hamilton, president
of hireVision, a human resources consulting firm in Allen-
town.

She noted that in the Cullen case, many of the nurse’s for-
mer employers were reluctant to comment on the misgivings
they had about him. Also, some of those hospitals that hired
him never conducted a background check at all, a fact
Hamilton called “unfathomable” considering the profession
he was in. She said that his ability to continue his string of
killings was fostered by that lack of communication.

Hlavac noted that a different set of circumstances was at
play in the recent Alabama shootings.

Investigations conducted after Bishop allegedly shot six and
killed three of her fellow college professors showed she had

previously been the subject of criminal investigations. She
had been suspected of placing a pipe bomb in a rival’s mail-
box. Also, Bishop had been accused, but never charged, in
the shooting death of her brother.

“You can’t make an employment decision based on arrests
(in Pennsylvania.) You can only make decisions based on
convictions,” said Hlavac.

Under those circumstances, Hlavac said, an employer
couldn’t use any prior investigations in making a hiring deci-
sion. If the employer did, and the denied candidate found
out, a lawsuit could be possible.

Bob Deese, general manager of Any Lab Test Now,
Wyomissing, which performs a variety of background checks,
said the key lies in knowing how to ask the right questions to
get the right answers — and to find any red flags.

Hamilton said one problem that employers often have with
hiring is ignoring “red flags” in background checks or in
interviews.

“You need to ask questions about anything interesting that
you find,” said Hamilton.

Deese said those conducting checks also have to be wary of
the accuracy of information provided by potential hires.

He gave the example of a job applicant who recently pro-
vided his Social Security number to a client of Any Lab Test.
The number 7 looked like a 1. The person whose Social
Security number ended in a one had a clean record. When
Deese checked the number with a seven, records showed four
DUI (driving under the influence of alcohol) convictions.
He said while the number switch could have been “sloppy
handwriting,” it could have also been an attempt to cover up
potential problems.

The individual had been seeking an employment as a deliv-
ery driver.

The ability to dig deeper is why firms like his are growing in
popularity as companies outsource such tasks to those with a
background in performing background checks.

Hlavac, the attorney, noted that former employers do have
legal immunity in Pennsylvania when it comes to providing
truthful information about a former employee’s job perform-
ance.

Hamilton, the HR consultant, said those employers need to
be careful to provide factual information.

“You can’t say, ‘she was always late.’ That couldn’t possibly
be true,” she said. “What you need to say was, ‘she was late 17
times this year.’ That is the facts.”

But Hlavac said he still advises his clients to be cautious
when providing information. He noted that just because a
former employer has legal immunity when providing the
facts doesn’t mean a disgruntled former employee can’t sue.

“They won’t win, but you don’t recover those legal costs
and the time,” said Hlavac. 
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When checking backgrounds, “You need to ask questions about anything interesting that you find,” says Tina Hamilton, president of hireVision, an
Allentown HR firm.

Suits, security fears spur deeper background probes

Hlavac

“You can’t make an 
employment decision 

based on arrests 
(in Pennsylvania.) 

You can only make 
decisions based 
on convictions.”

~ George C. Hlavac, attorney 
Tallman Hudders & Sorrentino
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Success in checking backgrounds consists of asking the questions that expose the red flags, according to Bob Deese, shown at
Any Lab Test Now’s Wyomissing location, where he is general manager.


